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Poncho „Paula“ 
Paula reversible poncho. 
Very beautiful, lined reversible cape with sleeves and hood Model “Paula" for girls and 
boys. Two different options (Modell A und B) Variant A: with pockets and press studs 
With photo instructions! Variant B: with pockets or heart pocket, cuffs and bow. No 
photo instructions!  Suitable for advanced seamstresses!  

Recommended fabrics: Fleece, interlock knits, velour knits, jersey knits.  
Lining: Jersey knits, Interlock knits, velour knits.  

The poncho can be combined with the DADO pants from Patternforkids. Pattern does 
not include seam allowances. Before cutting out the garment pieces add seam 
allowances to the original contours. 1,cm/ 0 25⁄64 in. 

Lay out the pattern pieces on a double layer of fabric (right sides facing).  

Size  Fabric length                              Fabric length(Lining)  
2Y / 3Y               95 cm/37 13⁄32 in                         95 cm/37 13⁄32 in     
4Y / 5Y             100 cm / 39 3⁄8 in                        100 cm/ 39 3⁄8 in     
6Y / 7Y             105 cm / 41 11⁄32 in                     105 cm/ 41 11⁄32 in     
8Y / 9Y             110 cm / 43 5⁄16 in                       110 cm/ 43 5⁄16 in     
10 Y/ 11Y         115 cm/45 9⁄32 in                         115 cm/ 45 9⁄32 in                 

Important for e-book: 
“Page, Sizing and Handling” should be set to “Actual size”. No scaling is required while 
printing. Printing orientation should be set to “Auto Portrait/ Landscape”.  
Please check if the measure square 5 cm to 5 cm/ 1 25⁄32 in. to 1 25⁄32 in. matches with 
your printing. 
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Finish the top edge of 
the pockets with a 
zigzag stitch and fold 
inwards and iron along 
the fold line.  

Stitch the upper edge of 
the pocket.  

Fold seam allowances 
inwards and pin in place. 
Iron along the fold line. 
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Pin the pockets to front 
panels as marked on the 
pattern. 

Topstitch three sides of 
the pockets close to the 
edge.  

Align the outer fabric 
and the lining. Pin front 
and back panels 
together, right sides 
facing, and stitch 
shoulder seams. 


